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My First Aid Kit is a Stay Prepared initiative by Temasek Foundation.
Stay Prepared helps to prepare the Singapore community for emergencies
like major accidents, natural disasters, pandemics, severe haze or terrorist
attacks. It is supported by the Temasek Emergency Preparedness Fund,
managed by Temasek Foundation.
Temasek Foundation supports programmes that uplift lives and communities
in Singapore and beyond. We aim to strengthen social resilience, foster
international exchange and enhance regional capabilities, and advance
science and nature for a sustainable world.

My First Aid Handbook is adapted from the Singapore Civil Defence Force's Civil Defence Emergency
Handbook with contributions from Singapore Red Cross Society.
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Congratulations on your new home!
As you settle into your home and neighbourhood, do take some time to plan for the safety of
your loved ones and yourself. In an emergency, lives can be saved if we know what to do.
To help you get started, Temasek Foundation is pleased to present you with a Stay Prepared
First Aid Kit*. Inside, you will find first aid supplies for common home emergencies such as
cuts, burns and fractures. Feel free to customise the contents according to your family’s needs,
and refresh the supplies regularly.
The information contained in this booklet will equip you with the skills to perform basic first aid
and CPR. You can also sign up for free training to learn how to perform CPR with the use of an
Automated External Defibrillator (AED) machine at temasekfoundation.org.sg/firstaid.
We invite you to give us your feedback at bit.ly/FirstAidKitSurvey or scan the QR code below.
We wish you a happy and safe home.
Scan to give us
your feedback.

*If you do not require the First Aid Kit, please contact academy@redcross.sg to donate it to the Singapore Red Cross Society.
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Medical emergencies arising from illnesses and injuries can result in death or serious complications if not treated immediately. You
can help save a casualty’s life if you are able to render proper first aid on-site before medical help arrives. Remember, you should
dial 995 only if it is an emergency. Otherwise, dial 1777 for non-emergency ambulance services.

First Aid Kit
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It is strongly recommended that each household be equipped with a first aid kit. You can purchase one at a pharmacy. Remember
to monitor the expiry dates of the supplies in your first aid kit on a regular basis and replenish them when necessary. The first aid
kit should be placed somewhere easily accessible to adults yet out of children’s reach.

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS IN A FIRST AID KIT
ITEM

USAGE

Tweezers

Pull out stings and other small foreign objects embedded in the skin/wounds.

Scissors

Cut dressing and bandages.

Resuscitation
face shield

Serve as a protective layer during CPR (Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation).

Thermometer

Measure human body temperature.

Disposable gloves

Protect the rescuer from infection transmitted via blood and
bodily fluids.

Adhesive tape

Secure bandages.

Dressing

Protect the wound from exposure to dirt and other sources of
infection; types include first aid dressing, sterile eye dressing,
adhesive plasters and sterile gauze pads.

Bandages

Triangular bandages for slings and crepe bandages to wrap around wounds
(e.g. a cut on the arm).

Bleeding
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TO STOP THE BLEEDING:
1.

Put on protective gloves or place a barrier between
you and the casualty’s blood.

2.

Check if there are any foreign objects (e.g. glass
fragments) in the wound.

3.

If there are no foreign objects in the wound:

If there are any foreign objects (e.g. glass fragments) in the
wound, do not press on the object. Avoid applying direct
pressure on the object by building up padding around it before
bandaging.

a. Elevate the injured arm or leg above the heart
		level.
b. Place a sterile gauze pad over it.
c. Apply firm direct pressure on the wound using
		 your palm or fingers.
d. Secure it with a bandage.

Injured arm
to be raised
above
heart level

Burns and Scalds
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A BURN IS SEVERE IF IT AFFECTS:

• More than 5% of the casualty’s body surface, i.e. a surface area more than five times the size of casualty’s palm.
• The casualty’s mouth, throat, eyes, ears and/or genitals.

TO TREAT A BURN OR SCALD, USE THE FOUR CS

Cool

the affected part
under cold running water
or immerse it in cold water
for at least 10 minutes; for
chemical burns, wash off
the chemicals.

Constricting accessories

such as bracelets, rings,
watches or clothing are to
be gently removed from
the injured area before it
starts to swell.

Cover

the
burned/
scalded area with sterile
dressing.

THINGS TO NOTE WHEN TREATING BURNS AND SCALDS
• Do not apply toothpaste, lotion, ointment or fatty substance to the affected area.
• Do not cover the affected area with cotton wool.
• Do not break any blisters or remove anything that is sticking to a burn.

Consult

a doctor if the
burn/scald is not severe;
otherwise, dial 995 for an
ambulance.

Fractures
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A fracture is a crack in the bone. The skin over the fracture may be intact or torn.

SIGNS OF FRACTURES INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pain and tenderness.
Unnatural shape or position of fractured part.
Immobility of fractured limb.
Swelling.
Bruising.
Open wound for open fractures, i.e. when the skin over the
fracture is torn.

Closed
fracture

TO TREAT FRACTURES:
1.

Calm the casualty down.

2.

Treat bleeding wounds, if any. For open fractures,
stop the bleeding and cover the exposed bone.

3.

Rest, support and immobilise the injured part in a
position most comfortable for the casualty.
If the casualty has
a dislocated
shoulder,
fractured upper
arm, forearm
or wrist, apply
the open arm
sling as shown.

Open
fracture

Two-step open
arm sling

4.

Seek medical attention or call an ambulance.

Sprains
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Sprains occur at joints and involve ligaments, the most common being sprained ankles. A strain, however, is an injury to the muscles
and tendons especially when they are stretched.

TREAT SPRAINS AND STRAINS USING R.I.C.E.

Rest the sprained joint.

Elevate the sprained joint.

Ice or apply a cold compress to the
sprain.

Compress the sprained joint using
a bandage or soft padding.

Fits
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Fits are episodes of uncontrolled movements of the body.

SIGNS OF FITS
•
•
•
•
•

Uncontrolled movements or body spasms.
Casualty falling to the ground.
Clenching of teeth.
Rolling of eyes.
Incontinence or the inability to restrain the discharge of urine
or faeces.
• Casualty falling asleep once the fits have subsided.

WHEN SOMEONE IS EXPERIENCING
AN EPISODE OF FITS

• Keep dangerous objects out of the way (e.g. scissors and
other sharp items).
• Do not restrict the movements of the casualty.
• Do not place anything in the casualty’s mouth.
• Treat any injuries once the fits are over.
• Dial 995 for the casualty to receive medical attention.

Stroke
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A stroke occurs when blood supply to the brain is disrupted and it may lead to long-term disability. It is therefore important to seek
medical help as soon as possible when someone collapses from stroke.

SIGNS OF STROKE

Speech

– Casualty is unable to
speak clearly or understand the
spoken words.

Arms – Casualty is unable to raise
both arms upright.

Face – Casualty is unable to smile
and his eye or mouth may be droopy.

DIAL 995 FOR AN AMBULANCE IMMEDIATELY IF YOU SUSPECT THAT SOMEONE IS
SUFFERING FROM STROKE.

Choking
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A fully obstructed airway can result in death within minutes if prompt treatment is not given.
Someone who is choking will display the universal sign of distress and he will be unable to
speak, breathe and cough.

IF THE CASUALTY IS CHOKING WHILE CONSCIOUS,
PERFORM THE HEIMLICH MANOEUVRE
1.

Stand behind the casualty
and place one leg between
the casualty’s legs, making
sure the casualty’s legs are
shoulder-width apart.

2.

3.

Using one hand, locate
the casualty’s navel
using the ring finger
and place two fingers
above the navel as
shown.

Universal
sign of
distress
when
choking

navel

Using your other hand, tuck your thumb into your
palm and curl your fingers into a fist.
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4.

Position your fist as shown and release the three
fingers while keeping the fist in position. Bend the
casualty forward and cover the fist with your other
hand.

5.

Give five abdominal thrusts in an inwards-upwards
motion and look out for any foreign objects that fall
out from the casualty’s mouth. If nothing emerges
from the casualty’s mouth, continue to give
abdominal thrusts in sets of five (check for any
foreign objects that fall out from the casualty’s mouth
after each set) until the foreign
object is expelled or the casualty
falls unconscious, whichever
is earlier.

Choking
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6.

If the casualty falls unconscious, support and lay the casualty down. Position
him on his back on a firm flat surface.
Shout for help, get someone to dial 995 for an ambulance and another
person to get the Automated External Defibrillator (AED). Start 30 chest
compressions (pg 17, step 6). Perform head-tilt-chin-lift to open airway.
Pull down the chin to check for any foreign objects in the mouth. Remove
any visible objects with a hooked index finger of your other hand. Check for
normal breathing.
If breathing is present, monitor breathing constantly until ambulance
arrives. If not, attempt one mouth-to-mouth ventilation. If chest
does not rise, re-position with the head-tilt-chin-lift procedure.
Attempt second mouth-to-mouth ventilation. If chest still does not
rise, this means that the casualty’s airway is still chocked.
Repeat the above steps starting from chest compressions until
you are able to give 2 successful mouth-to-mouth ventilations
with chest rise or when the casualty shows signs of life or
when the ambulance crew arrives. Once you can give 2
successful mouth-to-mouth ventilations with chest rise or
when casualty shows signs of life, check for breathing. If
the casualty is breathing, monitor breathing constantly
until the ambulance arrives. If there is no breathing,
perform Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and use
the AED when available.
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IF THE CHOKING CASUALTY IS OBESE OR PREGNANT, PERFORM CHEST THRUSTS
1.

Stand behind the casualty
and place one leg between
the casualty’s legs, making
sure the casualty’s legs are
shoulder-width apart.

2.

Slide both arms under the
casualty’s arms, make a fist
with your thumb tucked in
(pg 12, Step 3) and position it
against the centre of his
breastbone. Cover your fist
with your other hand.

3.

Give five thrusts in an inward
motion and follow through
steps 5 and 6 of the Heimlich
Manoeuvre (pg 13, 14).

Position fist
and hand
at the
centre
of breastbone

Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
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WHEN SOMEONE COLLAPSES FROM CARDIAC ARREST:
1.

2.

Tap the casualty on his
shoulders and shout for his
attention; if the
casualty is not
responsive,
proceed
to
Step 2.

3.

If the casualty is not lying flat on his
back, reposition him while supporting
and turning his head, neck and body
at the same time.

4.

Open the casualty’s airway by performing the
head-tilt-chin-lift manoeuvre as shown. This will
lift the tongue off the back of the throat.

Ask
someone
nearby to
dial 995 for
an ambulance
and another
person to get
the nearest
available AED.

5.

Maintain an open airway for the casualty and place your ear over his mouth and
nose.

Listen for air escaping when the casualty exhales
Feel for the flow of air from the casualty’s mouth and nose
Look for chest rise and fall
If the casualty is breathing, monitor his
breathing constantly and wait for the ambulance
crew to arrive.
If the casualty is not breathing, proceed to
the next step and commence chest compressions.
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6.

7.

8.

Using your hand closer to the
casualty’s feet, locate the notch as
shown by tracing the lower edge of
the rib cage with your middle finger.
Place your index finger next to your
middle finger and
position the heel of
Trace
the other hand on the lower
rib
margin
the breastbone to
with your
meet the index
middle
finger.
finger as shown.

Locate the centre of the chest
Place a hand on top of the
other, interlacing the fingers
from both hands to secure
the position. The fingers
should be kept off the chest.

Straighten both
elbows and
position your
shoulders
directly above
the casualty’s
chest.

Lean forward
and use your
body weight
to perform the
compressions.

9.

Perform 30 compressions. The compressions should be done
at a rate of at least 100 compressions per minute and each
compression should be at a depth of about 5cm.
(Note: Sometimes you may hear a cracking sound. Do not be
alarmed. The sound is caused by cartilage or ribs cracking. Even if
this occurs the damage is not serious. The risk of delaying CPR or
not doing CPR is far greater than the risk of a broken rib.)
Give 2 mouth-to-mouth ventilations. Maintain a headtiltchin-lift position to open the airway. Pinch the casualty’s nose with
your thumb and index finger to prevent air from escaping. Seal your
lips around the casualty’s mouth. Give 2 short breaths quickly, one
after the other. Observe the chest rise with each breath. Release the
nostrils after each breath. The duration for each breath is 1 second.
Repeat this sequence of 30 compressions and 2 ventilations until the
ambulance crew arrives or when an AED is available or when the
casualty shows signs of life. After which, recheck the casualty’s
breathing, perform CPR and use AED, if necessary.
You may count the compressions in sets of 5:
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 and
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 10 and
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 15
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 20
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 25
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 30
30 compressions

2 breaths

Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
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THE AED CANNOT BE USED IF THE CASUALTY IS:
• Responsive or has pulse and/or breathing.
• An infant below one year old.
• Obviously dead.
For children aged between one to eight years or weighing less than 25kg, paediatric
defibrillation pads (which have reduced energy output) should be used. However, if
there are no such pads, adult defibrillation pads can still be used on children.

TO PREPARE THE CASUALTY
1.

Paste the defibrillation pads onto the casualty’s bare chest; tear or cut off any obstructing fabric if necessary.

2.

Remove/push aside any jewellery or accessories on the casualty’s chest. Remove any patches (e.g. medicated patch)
if they interfere with the placement of the defibrillation pads.

3.

Shave excess hair on the casualty’s chest to ensure that the defibrillation pads
stick well to the skin (Note: There is a disposable shaver in the AED kit).

4.

Dry the casualty’s chest area of any perspiration and moisture as these can
reduce contact between the defibrillation pads and the skin.

5.

If there is any pacemaker, place defibrillation pads four fingers away from the
pacemaker. In the meantime, ensure that continuous CPR is performed on the
casualty.

Place
defibrillator
pads four fingers
away from
pacemaker
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APPLY THE DEFIBRILLATION PADS WITH
CPR IN PROGRESS:
• Follow the instructions on the packet and remove the pads.
• Peel off the backing and paste the pads as shown; ensure
they are pasted down well with no air pockets.
You may now turn on the AED. Follow the AED’s voice prompted
instructions and perform CPR (pg 16) as required until the
ambulance crew arrives or the casualty shows signs of life.
Once the casualty shows signs of life, check for breathing. If the
casualty is not breathing, continue with CPR and use the AED. If
the casualty is breathing, monitor his breathing constantly until
the ambulance crew arrives.

Paste the
defibrillation
pads
onto the
casualty
as shown.

